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From the president…
It’s hard to believe 2010 is
nearly history. It’s been a
very busy year for us
personally and CWops as
an organization. I want to
thank all the members for
their support over this first
year. A lot has been accomplished and
there’s a great deal more to do.

CWops Events
On-Air Monthly CWT
Next one: 8 December 2010
Start time:
1100Z Asia/VK/ZL region
1900Z Europe Region
0300Z (11 November) NA region
1-hour each region
Exchange name/number (members)
Exchange name/SPC (non-members)

I’m writing this on Friday before CQ WW
CW so I can’t comment on it other than to
say I am planning a single band 40 effort. It
will be grueling, but fun and I hope to see
many of our DX members there.

CWops “neighborhood”
Look for CWops on 1.818, 3.528, 7.028, 10.118,
14.028, 18.078, 21.028, 24.908, 28.028

CWops “Happy Hour”
1900 local, every day, on or near the “neighborhood”
frequencies – just call “CQ” or answer someone else.

The CW Rookie Roundup is December 19:
December 19 from 1800 to 2359z will see
the first CW round up. This is the perfect
place for all CWops members to spend some
time and work these budding cw ops.
Remember this is not so much a contest for
us as it is an opportunity to reach out and
help the rookie. The basic rules:

CWops Officers and Director
1.
100 watts output power.
2.
80-10 meters can be used,
excluding the WARC bands. Look for
contestants on 050 on each band.
3.
You can call CQ RR but it’s better
to look for them.
4.
Non-rookies can work rookies for
contest points. Working a non-rookie is
OK but you won’t get any contest points.
5.
The exchange is your Name, year
first licensed and State, Canadian
province, Mexican call area or “DX”.

Officers
President: Pete Chamalian, W1RM
Vice President: Art Suberbielle, KZ5D
Secretary: Jim Talens, N3JT
Treasurer: Harry Wilson, W1AAX
Directors:
Bert Donn, G3XSN
Shin Onisawa, JA1NUT
Vidi La Grange, ZS1EL
Webmaster: John Miller, K6MM
Publisher: Rob Brownstein, K6RB
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6.
Rookies can be identified since they will have a year first licensed (their check) as 10,
09 or 08. Anyone else is not a rookie.
7.
If I worked KK1ABC I would send KK1ABC DE W1RM PETE 56 CT.
8.
Full rules can be found here:
http://www.arrl.org/rookie-roundup

Here are a few additional thoughts from Sean, KX9X (CWops 683), and ARRL Contest Branch
Manager:
“This year, the ARRL created the Rookie Roundup, a new contest designed to serve the
role the old Novice Roundup once performed. This December 19 will be the first CW
running of the new contest.
We all remember what it was like to make our first QSOs with CW. In my particular case,
the Novice Roundup help give me a platform to get on the air, make mistakes, and learn
how to operate CW more effectively. In 1983, I worked K1ZZ for the first time, on 15
Meters. He took the time to listen for the next generation of operators, send out the QSLs
and gave folks like me the encouragement to keep at it.
I would ask each of the CWops members to make some time to work some of the Rookies
that will be on the air using CW, possibly very, very inexperienced CW operators, and
give them the same support an encouragement we all received when we were new. Leave
the computer programs off, use a keyer or straight key, QRS and have some patience. If
you feel CW needs new blood, I can hardly think of a better way to help acquire new
blood than by working Rookie operators trying something new and looking for some
QSOs.”
Education and Outreach:
We are always on the lookout for opportunities to support individuals or groups who are engaged
in cw training. The challenge is to identify them. If you are or know individuals or groups who
are actively engaged in teaching cw or cw operating and they would benefit from CWops support
in some way, please let me know or have them get in touch with me.
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Holiday Wishes:
Regardless of how or what you celebrate in December we wish you health, happiness and all
good things. I and the other officers of CWops wish you and your family a very happy and
peaceful New Year.
Pete, W1RM
From the VP/Activities Chairman…
It’s too bad that the CQWW CW weekend conflicts with Thanksgiving
holidays. While many of you were enjoying good band conditions and
making lots of DX contacts and working other CWops around the world,
some of us were otherwise occupied with family commitments. I, for one,
missed the entire contest. Reading the 3830 reports is like rubbing salt in a
wound. Low bands were great the first night it seems, and the deserving
caught a nice 10-meter opening on Sunday afternoon. What more can you
ask?
Well, all we can do is be QRV for the various operating events coming up this month. There
really is something for everyone. Like 160? Try the ARRL 160 meter contest Dec. 3 through 5.
During the next week, jump in the miniCWT for some no-stress QSOs with other members.
Those who thirst for competition need to try their hand at the NCCC Sprint Ladder that starts on
December 10. It’s a fast paced Sprint contest for 30 minutes a week, over a 10 week period. You
don’t have to participate in all of them. Actually, the results are based on your best 6 scores. The
next weekend provides a venue for the 10-meter enthusiasts with the ARRL 10 meter contests on
Dec. 11 and 12. It’s back to 160 again for the Stew Perry Dec. 18 and 19. And ARRL is
sponsoring the Rookie Roundup on CW particularly targeted to newcomers on this mode. See
our President’s message for more information. See the WA7BNM Contest Calendar for details of
all of these events: www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/
There is one other event you’ll want to try – the FOC Straight Key Weekend on January 1 and 2.
CWops members are invited to join with FOC members for the FOC Straight Key Weekend on
all bands with your straight key, bug key, or any other mechanical keying device. The event
starts at 0000z January 1 and finishes at 2359z Jan 2. There are no prescribed operating bands or
times – just be active as band conditions permit. Suggested operating frequencies are 025 and up.
You can send your comments on contacts and working conditions to G3VTT at g3vtt@aol.com
A log is not needed but comments about the types of keys heard and the best “fist” would make
interesting reading. Reports and comments will be published on the FOC Public Website at
www.g4foc.org
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If you like working towards awards, you should start tracking your member-to-member QSOs
for our club awards. A lot of us are doing so now. We offer handsome certificates for achieving
certain levels as you work fellow club members. I’ll gladly include your totals each month in my
column. Here’s the latest info:
Membership Award. Reports listed reflect all information received through November 30, 2010.
Stations with an asterisk * next to their calls have updated their reports this month. Listing
ranked by ACA totals.

ACA

CMA

W1RM*

389

837

N5RR

382

793

W5ZR*

360

780

R6AF*

347

620

W5SG*

336

668

W6KY*

323

613

W4PM

314

736

KZ5D*

306

827

K4GM *

275

377

K6RB

266

609

K6MM

252

515

W1UJ

247

527

N2UU

223

440

AD1C*

212

328

KR3E*

208

458

W6RKC*

196

335

K4AB

192

282
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EA1WX

180

316

W1UU*

166

289

N3WT

165

233

K5KV

116

185

N5AW

116

OK1RR

116

N3IQ

110

See you in the mini-CWT on Wednesday, December 8th.

73 de Art KZ5D@aol.com Activities Team Leader

From the Editor…
One of the events that Art mentioned in his column is the ARRL 160 contest,
and also the Stew Perry – both of which occur this month. As we all know, ham
radio operators, today, are challenged by many things (telephone RFI because of
cheap telephones, for one), and antenna restrictions (those infamous CC&Rs).
Some of the folks I know who moved from their former QTHs, with towers and
yagis, ended up in nice neighborhoods that had covenants against any sort of
outside antenna. What’s been happening is some have resorted to operating
mobile, only; some have erected stealth antennas; and some just gave up. One other alternative –
remote operation – is also increasing in interest. I can envision a time where there may be many
hams who simply time-share a remote station and pay some kind of subscription fee to do so.
Two days ago, at work, one of my colleagues asked me what I knew about loop antennas. So, I
tossed off a couple of things like they detect the magnetic rather than electric field components
of an electromagnetic wave; they are very high Q; and unlike dipoles and yagis, their
directionality is along the plane of the loop rather than broadside. I also told him there was a lot
of controversy about how well these antennas work compared with a full-size wire antenna. I
remembered the comments I’ve read about Bilal antennas that ran the gamut from “they’re pure
junk” to “amazing little antenna.” My colleague said he had done a search and found some
interesting articles about them and emailed me the links to a few.
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With a little (very little) spare time on my hands that day, I read one, and quite frankly, learned a
lot. According to this article, loops can compare favorably with a tri-band yagi on 20, 15 and 10;
and may be the only recourse for some on 40, 80 and 160. I was particularly interested in issues
like low radiation resistance and compromised performance and found, interestingly, that if you
pay attention to a few things required to keep ohmic losses as low as practicable, you can make
use of dimensionally unobtrusive loops and achieve noteworthy results. But, rather than add my
second-hand comments, what follows is one of the articles I read. I personally plan to build a
loop for 160, using a vacuum-variable capacitor, and adopting all the good practices the author
mentioned and hope to be able to give a comprehensive report, later, about my own experiences.
I can compare it, when the time comes, to the Double L antenna I currently use (thank you, Don
Toman) so it won’t be context-less.
I plan to be QRV in ARRL 160 and Stew Perry, this month, but will be without the aid of my
beverage antenna system which got chewed up pretty good in some late spring storms because of
falling trees ripping down the lines. I plan to get into the woods, again, and restore things, but it’s
just too soggy down there, at present. So, I’ll be using the Double L for TX and RX. Hope to
work a bunch of CWops this weekend.
73,
Rob K6RB
“Dinner in Rome”
By John K1JD #75 and Carlo IK0YGJ #574
During a September 2010 visit to Rome prior to an eastern Mediterranean cruise, Carlo IK0YGJ
arranged a wonderful dinner at Claudio IK0XCB’s restaurant located north of the city. In
addition to Claudio (black shirt), an outstanding QRQ operator, Carlo, and I, the dinner was
attended by Emanuele IZ0ETE, Piero Begali I2RTF, and Piero’s daughter Paula. During the long
car ride to Claudio’s located north of Rome (...and I thought traffic was bad around here), Carlo
related how he was trying to impress upon ex-professional CW operators how much different
amateur CW was; for example, we believe there is no need to copy everything down but the
pro’s insist that for proper CW, it must be written down. This got us talking about the differences
between various uses of telegraphy in more depth, and led us to a detailed analysis that is beyond
the scope of this brief article.
We were fortunate that Piero was in Rome on business. To the dinner, he brought with him a
sampling of his latest keys that included the single lever HST, Sculpture, Stradivarius, Stealth
and a Stealth Signature. Talk about a kid in a candy store, what better treat than to try out these
exceptional keys? On the flip side, the keyer speed was set to 45 wpm and a computer was
decoding my sending for all to see. No free lunch.
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Anyway, I had the chance to try extensively the HST,
Sculpture, Stradivarius and Stealth. These keys are terrific
instruments. All of them are fast, crisp and precise, with
contacts responding consistently with the same feeling to the
operator. Keys are very subjective, so choosing among them
it is a matter of personal taste and manipulation style. Each
key has, in fact, its own unique attributes. The Sculpture is an
all-around key: it allows paddle distance adjusting and has a
crisp feeling. The Stealth is much similar, probably best
suited for "heavy fists" (like mine - JD), because of its form
factor. The Stradivarius has a much lighter feeling - better for
light fists- and is suited for operators who prefer a quicker
response with not much resistance from the paddle. The
Sculpture and Stealth were fairly close in how they felt, but
the Stealth had the edge with fewer errors at 45 WPM and
came home to RI, USA.
The HST is in a different league, a special purpose key. When dealing with single lever keys that
are crafted for HST competition, the operator prizes high speed accuracy above all other things.
This trade-off is acceptable for competition and also for QRQ operation in general. At lower
speeds this trade might be less favourable, depending on operating style and personal taste. For
long rag-chew QSOs the HST might be a bit of fatiguing with respect to an exceptional twinlever paddle. Claudio demonstrated at 55 WPM that, with the HST key, it is possible to reach
impressive speeds while making very few mistakes. Of course, this requires a considerable skill!
A few more words are in order about our host, Claudio Tata IK0XCB. Claudio owns a superstation with a 25m tower, is a professional sommelier, and runs a first-class restaurant where the
most rare and precious bottles of wine can be tasted. He is a focal point for the CW operators of
all Italy and his house is always busy with friends and newcomer operators for which Claudio
acts as a mentor. That special evening in September 2010, we took advantage of all of the
facilities at Claudio's. A shared passion for telegraphy made the experience truly exceptional.
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The following article is a reproduction of one publicly accessible on the Internet. It is by Leigh Turner, VK5KLT.

An Overview of the Underestimated Magnetic Loop HF Antenna
It seems one of the best kept secrets in the amateur radio community is how well a small
diminutive magnetic loop antenna can really perform in practice compared with large traditional
HF antennas. The objective of this article is to disseminate some practical information about
successful homebrew loop construction and to enumerate the loop’s key distinguishing
characteristics and unique features.
A magnetic loop antenna can very conveniently be accommodated on a table top, hidden in an
attic / roof loft, an outdoor porch, patio balcony of a high-rise apartment, rooftop, or any other
space constrained site. A small but efficacious HF antenna for restricted space sites is the highly
sort after Holy Grail of many an amateur radio enthusiast. This quest and interest is particularly
strong from amateurs having to face the prospect of giving up their much loved hobby as they
move from suburban residential lots into smaller restricted space retirement villages and other
communities that have strict rules against erecting elevated antenna structures.
In spite of these imposed restrictions amateurs do have a practical and viable alternative means
to actively continue the hobby using a covert in-door or portable outdoor and sympathetically
placed small magnetic loop. This paper discusses how such diminutive antennas can provide an
entirely workable compromise that enable keen amateurs to keep operating their HF station
without any need for their previous tall towers and favourite beam antennas or unwieldy G5RV
or long wire. The practical difference in station signal strength at worst will be only an S-point or
two.
Anyone making a cursory investigation into the subject of magnetic loop antennas using the
Google internet search engine will readily find an overwhelming and perplexing abundance of
material. This article will assist readers in making sense of the wide diversity of often times
conflicting information with a view to facilitate the assimilation of the important essence of
practical knowledge required to make an electrically-small loop work to its full potential and
yield very good on-air performance.
A few facts:
A properly designed and constructed small loop of nominal 1m diameter will outperform any
antenna type except a tri-band beam on the 10m/15m/20m bands, and will be within an S-point
(6dB) or so of an optimised mono-band 3-element beam that’s mounted at an appropriate height
above ground.
Magnetic loops really come into their own on the higher HF bands from say 40m through to
10m; oftentimes with absolutely stunning performance rivaling the best conventional antennas.
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Easily field deployable and fixed site tuned loops have been the routine antenna of choice for
many years in professional defence, military, diplomatic, and shipboard HF communication links
where robust and reliable general coverage radio communication is deemed mandatory. On 80m
and 160m top-band the performance of a small loop antenna generally exceeds that achievable
from a horizontal dipole, particularly one deployed at sub-optimal height above ground. This is a
common site limitation for any HF antenna.
So where’s the catch; if the small loop is such a good antenna why doesn’t everyone have one
and dispense with their tall towers? The laws of nature and electromagnetics cannot be violated
and the only unavoidable price one pays for operating with an electrically-small antenna is
narrow bandwidth. Narrow instantaneous bandwidth rather than poor efficiency is the
fundamental limiting factor trade-off with small loops.
Any small antenna will be narrow band and require tuning to the chosen operating frequency
within a given band. Users of magnetic loops must be content with bandwidths of say 10 or 20
kHz at 7 MHz or a little more than 0.2%. They are content as long as the antenna can be easily
tuned to cover the frequencies that they wish to use. For a remotely sited or rooftop mounted
antenna implementing this tuning requires just a modicum of that ingenuity and improvisation
radio hams are renowned for.
A small transmitting loop (STL) antenna is defined as having a circumference of more than oneeighth wavelength but somewhat less than one-third wavelength which results in an
approximately uniform current distribution throughout the loop and the structure behaves as a
lumped inductance. The figure-8 doughnut shaped radiation pattern is in the plane of the loop
with nulls at right angles to the plane of the loop.
The loop self-inductance can be resonated with a capacitance to form a high-Q parallel tuned
circuit. The attainment of a high-Q tells us that the loop antenna is not lossy and inefficient.
When power is applied to the loop at its resonant frequency all of that power will be radiated
except that portion absorbed in the lumped I2R conductor and capacitor losses manifesting as
wasteful heat.
With proper design these series equivalent circuit losses can be made negligible or at least
sufficiently small compared to the loop’s radiation resistance that resultantly high intrinsic
radiation efficiency and good antenna performance can be achieved. Current through the loop’s
radiation resistance results in RF power being converted to electromagnetic radiation. However,
since the small loop’s radiation resistance is very small compared to that of a full sized resonant
½ λ dipole, getting this favourable ratio of loss to radiation resistance is the only “tricky” and
challenging part of practical loop design and homebrew construction.
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Through utilizing a split-stator or a butterfly style air variable capacitor construction or
preferably a vacuum variable capacitor, low loss can be achieved in the tuning capacitor.
Conductor loss can then be controlled by optimal choice of the diameter of copper tubing used to
form the loop element and paying very careful attention to low ohmic interconnections to the
capacitor such as welded or silver soldered joints, etc.
With 100 Watts of Tx drive power there are many tens of Amperes of RF circulating current and
Volt-Amps-Reactive (VAR) energy flowing in the loop conductor and tuning capacitor.
In the case of an air variable, capacitor losses are further minimised by welding the rotor and
stator plates to the stacked spacers to eliminate any residual cumulative contact resistance.
When connected across the loop terminals the butterfly construction technique inherently
eliminates any lossy rotating contacts in the RF current path. The configuration permits one to
use the rotor to perform the variable coupling between the two split stator sections and thus
circumvent the need for any lossy wiper contacts to carry the substantial RF current. Since the
fixed stator plate sections are effectively in series, one also doubles the RF breakdown voltage
rating of the composite capacitor. In view of the fact the loop antenna is a high-Q resonant
circuit, many kilovolts of RF voltage can be present across the tuning capacitor and appropriate
safety precautions must be taken. Small transmitting loop antennas capable of handling a full 400
Watts PEP or greater are readily achievable when appropriate construction and tuning
components are selected.
Feeding and matching:
Although loop antennas have deceptively simple appearance, they are complex structures with
radiation patterns and polarisation characteristics dependent on whether they’re fed in a balanced
or unbalanced fashion. The method of feeding and matching the loop resonator, ground plane
configuration, as well as the geometric form factor and physical proportions of the loop element
itself are all fertile ground for experimentation. Various matching methods include series
capacitor, transformer coupled subsidiary shielded-Faraday loop, and gamma-match, etc; each
with their respective merits.
The choice really boils down to personal preference as both the gamma and Faraday feed
techniques work well. However, the Faraday shielded auxiliary loop located at the bottom central
symmetry plane yields better loop electrical symmetry and balance that can in turn provide
sometimes beneficial deeper front-to-side ratio and pattern nulls. In addition to imparting slight
pattern asymmetry the Gamma match method can also result in some deleterious common-mode
current flow on the outer braid of the feed coax that might need choking-off and isolating with
ferrite decoupling balun to prevent spurious feeder radiation and extraneous noise pick-up on Rx.
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Much also depends on the site installation set up in respect of conductive objects in the loop’s
near field that can disturb symmetry. With the elegantly simple transformer-coupled Faraday
loop feed method the 50Ω signal source merely feeds the auxiliary loop; there’s no other
coupling / matching components required as there are no reflected reactive components to deal
with (the main loop appears purely resistive at resonance with just the core Rrad and Rloss
components in series).
The impedance seen looking into the auxiliary feed loop is determined solely by its diameter
with respect to the primary tuned resonator loop. A loop diameter ratio of 5:1 typically yields a
perfect match over a 10:1 or greater frequency range of main loop tuning. Simple transformer
action occurs between the primary loop and the feed loop coupled circuit due to the highly
reactive field near the resonant primary loop which serves to greatly concentrate magnetic flux
lines which cut the small untuned feed loop. The degree of magnetic flux concentration is a
function of the Q of the tuned primary which varies with frequency, i.e. the highest Q occurring
at the lowest frequency of operation and the lowest Q exhibited at the highest frequency. This
variation in Q results from the variation in the sum of the loss resistance and the complex mode
radiation resistances of the primary radiator loop as a function of frequency. The effective feed
impedance of the secondary loop is controlled by its diameter / ratio of area and by the number
of flux lines cutting it; thus the impedance seen looking into the secondary loop will be
essentially independent of frequency. One can intuitively see this because when the feed loop is
extremely small in relation to a wavelength at the lowest frequency of operation, the number of
magnetic flux lines cutting it is large because of the very high Q, whereas when the feed loop
becomes a larger fraction of a wavelength as the frequency of resonance is increased, the
concentration of flux lines is reduced due to the lower Q.
If one seeks mode purity and figure-8 pattern symmetry with deep side nulls, the fully balanced
Faraday transformer coupled subsidiary broadband impedance matching loop with its 5:1
diameter ratio would be the preferred choice of feed structure. Loop balance is also important for
rejecting local electric E-field conveyed noise; whereas the small loop is predominantly H-field
responsive, any electrical imbalance results in common-mode currents on the feeder that will
impart deleterious E-field sensitivity which may contribute to additional local noise pickup. That
inherent loop imbalance and asymmetry is one of the slight trade-offs associated with a Gamma
feed compared to an auxiliary Faraday loop transformer feed. This aberration is not an issue with
Tx mode of course.
Loop radiation characteristics:
Small loop antennas have at least two simultaneously excited radiation modes; a magnetic and an
electric folded dipole mode. When the ratio proportions of loop mode and dipole mode radiation
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are juggled to achieve equal strengths some radiation pattern asymmetry results and a useful
degree of uni-directionality can be achieved with a typical front to back ratio of about 6dB or so.
The small loop with its doughnut shaped pattern exhibits a typical gain of 1.5 dBi over average
ground and a gain of 5 dBi when deployed with either short radials (the length of each radial
need only be twice the loop diameter) or mounted over a conductive ground plane surface. By
comparison a large ½ λ horizontal dipole mounted ¼ λ above average ground has a gain of 5.12
dBi and a ¼ λ Vertical with 120 radials each ¼ λ long has a gain of 2 dBi over average ground.
The front to side ratio of a well balanced loop is typically 20 to 25 dB when care is taken to
suppress spurious feeder radiation due to common-mode currents flowing on the coax braid.
However the small loop has one very significant advantage over any other antenna due to its
unique radiation pattern. If the vertically oriented loop’s figure-8 doughnut pattern radiation lobe
is visualised standing on the ground the maximum gain occurs at both low and high angles,
radiating equally well at all elevation angles in the plane of the loop, i.e. radiation occurs at all
vertical angles from the horizon to the zenith. Because the loop radiates at both low and high
angles, a single loop can replace both a horizontal dipole and a Vertical. This is particularly
beneficial on 160, 80 and 40m where the loop will provide outstanding local / regional coverage
and easily match and often outperform a tall ¼ λ Vertical for long haul DX contacts, i.e. an
exceptionally good general purpose antenna.
Energy radiated by the small loop is vertically polarised on the horizon and horizontally
polarised overhead at the zenith. It will be quickly realised that a loop has the distinctive
property of providing radiation for transmission and response for reception over both long
distances and over short to medium distances.
This is achieved by virtue of low angle vertically polarised propagation in the former case and by
means of horizontally polarized oblique incidence propagation in the latter case. In contrast, a
Vertical monopole is useful only for low angle vertically polarised propagation since it exhibits a
null overhead and poor response and radiation at angles in excess of about 45 degrees. Such
antennas are of course very useful for long distance communication by means of low angle sky
wave skip propagation, or for short range communication via the ground wave propagation
mode.
In further contrast, a horizontal ½ λ dipole (or beam arrays comprising dipole elements) at a
height above ground of a just a fraction of a wavelength (as opposed to idealised free space or
mounted very high) exhibits maximum polar response directly overhead (good for NVIS) with
almost zero radiation down near the horizon. Such popular “cloud warmer” antennas in
residential situations as the surreptitiously hung ubiquitous G5RV, End-feds, dipoles, inverted-V,
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etc. are thus most useful for short to medium range communication in that portion of the HF
radio spectrum where oblique incidence propagation is possible.
Importantly it should be noted when comparing small loops with conventional antennas that a
20m Yagi beam for example must ideally be deployed at a height above ground of at least one
wavelength (20m) in order to work well and achieve a low take-off angle tending towards the
horizon for realising optimal no compromise long-haul DX operation.
Unfortunately such a tower height is impractical in most residential zoning rule situations
imposed by municipal councils and town planners. If the Yagi beam is deployed at a lower
10m height then a diminutive loop will nearly always outperform the beam antenna. This writer
never fails to be amused by folks who acquire a potentially high performance Yagi
HF beam and sacrilegiously deploy it in suboptimal installations in respect of height above
ground or proximity to a metal roof. The problem worsens on the lower bands below 20m where
the resultant high angle lobe pattern direction is not at all very conducive to facilitating good DX
communication.
In comparison to a vertically mounted / oriented loop, the bottom of the loop does not need to
more than a loop diameter above ground making it very easy to site in a restricted space location.
There is no significant improvement in performance when a small loop is raised to great heights;
all that matters is the loop is substantially clear of objects in the immediate surrounds and the
desired direction of radiation! Mounting the loop on a short mast above an elevated roof ground
plane yields excellent results.
A good HF antenna for long haul DX requires launching the majority of the Tx power at a low
angle of radiation; things a good, efficient and properly installed vertical, a properly sited small
magnetic loop, and a big multi-element beam atop a very tall tower do very well.
Receiving properties:
In a typical high noise urban environment a loop will nearly always hear more than a big beam
on the HF bands. The small magnetic loop antenna (a balanced one) responds predominately to
the magnetic component of the incident EM wave, while being nearly insensitive to the electric
field component; which is the basic reason why loops are so impressively quiet on receive; often
times dramatically so. They will pull in the weak signals out of the ambient noise and you will
very likely receive stations that you’d never hear when switching across to a vertical, dipole or
beam antenna.
In a propagating radio wave the magnitude of the electric vector is 120π or 26 dB greater than
the magnitude of the magnetic vector, the difference being due to the intrinsic impedance of free
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space (377 Ohms). On the other hand the induction fields associated with man-made noise have
electric E-field components many times greater than a normal radiation field (radio wave). While
a dipole or vertical antenna is sensitive to both the electric and magnetic components of a wave,
the small loop is responsive only to the magnetic H-field component and it will be substantially
“blind” and offer a high degree of rejection to pickup of undesired man made noise and
atmospheric disturbances. Hence the widely used term “magnetic loop” antenna to signify this
field discrimination to the components of the incoming incident EM wave. Antenna theory treats
the loop as the electrical conjugate of the dipole, i.e. the loop is a “magnetic dipole” while an
ordinary dipole is an “electric dipole”.
Significantly, a small loop antenna will typically produce a signal-to-noise ratio / SNR that is
some 10 to 20 dB greater than a horizontal dipole in a noisy urban environment and an even
greater improvement in SNR when compared to a vertical antenna as a result of the man-made
noise comprising a strong electric field component and being largely vertically polarised.
The most important criterion for reception is the signal to noise ratio and not antenna gain or
efficiency. In the HF band, particularly at the low-mid frequency portion, external manmade and
galactic / atmospheric noise is dominant. The magnetic loop antenna has one other important
practical advantage in receive mode. The aforementioned high-Q resonator imparts a very
narrow band frequency selective bandpass filter ahead of the Rx front-end stages. Such an
incidental preselector comprising the antenna itself imparts greatly improved receiver
performance on the congested lower HF bands with high power broadcast stations and
particularly when lightning strikes and atmospheric electrical discharges are present in the
regional area.
Unwanted overload causing and adjacent-channel QRM interference signals are rejected or
heavily attenuated. As well as eliminating strong-signal overload and intermodulation effects, the
filtering dramatically reduces the amount of lightning induced broadband impulse energy fed to
the Rx front-end and weak signals can still be heard when reception under such adverse
conditions was previously impossible.
It is these collective characteristics of small loop antennas that enable them to often very
significantly outperform their large dipole, Yagi or Quad beam counterparts during direct A/B
comparative testing. Conversely in Tx mode the antenna’s inherent filter action selectivity causes
any transmitter harmonics to be greatly attenuated and not radiated. This can help with
eliminating some forms of TVI.
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Effects of ground on loop antenna performance:
When a dipole antenna is placed horizontally above ground, its electrical “image” in the ground
is of the opposite phase. As a consequence, if the height above ground of a horizontal dipole is
reduced to less than ¼ wavelength, fairly high system losses develop due to a rapid decrease in
radiation resistance concurrent with a rapid rise in loss resistance resulting from dissipation of
power within a less than perfect ground. This represents a classic double-whammy scenario and
deleterious performance for dipoles deployed at insufficient height above ground.
By way of contrast, the oscillatory RF currents associated with the image of a small vertical
oriented loop antenna above ground are “in-phase” with those of the loop.
Therefore the effect of ground on the performance of a vertically oriented loop is relatively
small. In fact, because the magnetic component of an electromagnetic wave is maximum at the
boundary between the ground and the space above, loop performance is usually best when the
loop is located near the ground at a distance outside of the loop’s close-in induction field (just a
loop diameter or two). However, if nearby conductive objects such as power lines or buildings
exist in the direction of transmission / reception; it is normally preferable to choose a height
above ground which will provide the loop with a clear and unobstructed view of the intended
signal path.
In comparing the performance of a vertical whip and a small vertical loop located atop of a
building, it may be said that the loop will generally be the clear winner with respect to vertical
and horizontal radiation patterns. This is because the pattern of a whip antenna driven against the
top of a building is usually not predictable with any accuracy at all because vertical currents will
flow all the way up and down the several conductive paths between the antenna and the earth;
each path contributing to the total radiation pattern in the form of multiple lobes and nulls.
A balanced loop antenna, however, is inherently immune to such problems because the ground
below the antennas does not form the missing half of the antenna circuit in respect of supporting
ground-return currents as it does with a vertical whip / monopole antenna. Therefore the multiple
current paths to ground (earth) are eliminated with the loop. Of course both the loop and the
whip are subject to the well-known wave interference effects in elevation due to height above the
ground (or water).
Reflective metal objects having a size greater than about 1/3 of a wavelength and at a distance of
less than about 2 wavelengths from the loop antenna can produce standing wave “nulls” in a
given direction at various frequencies. If the antenna is to be mounted atop a metal roof,
diffraction interference from the edge of the building roof should be considered if undesirable
nulls in certain directions at some frequencies are to be avoided. Usually the best location is near
the edge of such a conductive roof, in the direction of the desired signal or signals.
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Loop Directivity:
It is commonly believed that a vertically oriented loop antenna exhibits a bi-directional pattern
with maximum reception occurring in the plane of the loop. Although this is true for vertically
polarised sky-wave signals arriving at very low elevation angles (less than about 10 degrees) and
for ground-wave signals, it is certainly not true for reception of high angle sky-waves (greater
than about 30 degrees) whose polarisation usually rotates from vertical to horizontal at a fairly
random rate due to “Faraday Rotation” of free-electrons within the ionosphere. At angles
exceeding 45 degrees, the loop response shifts to a preference for horizontal polarisation arriving
at an azimuth angle of 90 degrees with respect to the plane of the loop. Thus, for short-range
communication links, i.e. less than about 500 km, best reception will usually occur with the loop
rotated 90 degrees, that is, the plane of the loop perpendicular to the azimuthal arrival angle.
It is not easy to predict which azimuthal bearing will provide the best night-time reception
with a loop over paths of less than about 500 km at frequencies of less than about 7 MHz.
This is due to the prevalence of both sky-wave and ground-wave signals which randomly
combine to produce rather serious fading. Usually, trial and error is the best solution for
determining which antenna orientation will produce the most favourable compromise between
the highest average signal-strength and the least troublesome fading. Generally for distances
exceeding 500 to 1000 km, the best orientation is with the plane of the loop in the direction of
the arriving signal. Further, the side nulls exhibited by the loop at low elevation angles may be
used to “null-out” the ground-wave signal to reduce fading when sky-wave propagation exists
simultaneously.
In comparison a vertical whip has a null overhead and thus is ineffective for short and medium
distances. A vertical loop antenna located less than about 0.15 λ above ground exhibits excellent
coverage from the zenith down to almost zero degrees in the elevation plane making the loop
useful over almost any distance range. At elevation angles higher than about 20 degrees, a loop is
almost omnidirectional in azimuth when receiving sky-wave signals.
For a loop above average ground, as opposed to ground having perfect conductivity, the response
at very low vertical angles e.g. less than about 5 degrees, is typically 10 dB or more below the
achievable response above perfect ground. It is perhaps worthy to note that the ground
immediately below the loop principally affects the response at high vertical angles while the
properties of the ground at a large radius distance from the antenna tends to characterise the
performance of the loop at low vertical angles in the plane of the loop.
Construction and siting issues:
Without a good quality low-loss split stator or butterfly or vacuum variable capacitor of adequate
RF voltage and current rating, it is quite futile building a magnetic loop antenna and expecting it
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to yield the impressive results it’s potentially capable of. The minimization of all sources of loss
is particularly important in Tx mode. By virtue of the shorter rotor, the butterfly style capacitor
has slightly lower rotor loss than the split-stator construction style. The tuning capacitor is
undoubtedly the single most critical component in a successful homebrew loop project.
Although more expensive and harder to find, vacuum variable capacitors have a large
capacitance range in respect of their min/max ratio and allow a loop to be tuned over a
considerably wider frequency range than that achievable with an air variable capacitor. Vacuum
capacitors also have lower intrinsic losses than most air variables. Good quality Jennings vacuum
variable capacitors and a multitude of Russian made equivalents can be readily found on the
surplus radio parts markets and eBay, as can their associated silver-plated mounting and clamp
hardware to ensure a low contact resistance connection to the loop antenna conductor. A very
low contact resistance interface is essential between the capacitor terminals and the copper loop
conductor.
Other creative means can also be used to fashion a high VAR rated low-loss capacitor such as
trombone, piston, or interdigitated meshing plate configurations. Air is always the preferred
dielectric as most other materials have high loss tangents and dissipation factors.
Whether a vacuum or air variable or homebrew capacitor is chosen, their mechanical shafts can
be readily interfaced to a reduction gearbox and motor drive to facilitate easy remote tuning of a
roof top or covert loft mounted loop. The antenna tuning can be manual or automatic based on
VSWR sensing and a self-tuning servo system to control the drive motor. Peaking the loop
tuning capacitor for strongest band noise on Rx will get the loop antenna tuning in the right
ballpark for Tx with a low VSWR.
Failure to pay very careful strict attention to construction details in relation to eliminating all
sources of stray losses and making bad siting choices such as close proximity to ferrous materials
are the two main reasons why small magnetic loop antennas sometimes fail to live up to their
performance potential; instead behaving as a proverbial “wet noodle” with associated poor signal
reports. Conversely a well built / sited loop is an absolute delight. Transmitting loop antennas
intended for optimal coverage of the most popular portion of the HF spectrum from 3.5 MHz to
30 MHz are best segregated into at least 2 distinct loop sizes. A nominal 0.9m diameter loop for
covering all the upper HF bands from 20m through to 10m (and perhaps also tunable down to
30m depending on capacitor min/max ratio), and a 2m diameter loop for covering the lower
bands 80m through to 30m. For best operation down at 160m and improved 80m performance
increased loop diameters of 3.4m to 4m should be considered.
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An important thing to note about vacuum capacitors is they don’t have a uniform RF amperage
current rating over their entire capacitance range, but it is less at small plate mesh / low
capacitance end. So one needs to factor this characteristic into design calculations and make sure
you operate the capacitor within its ratings over the desired loop tuning range. Manufacturers
like ITT Jennings provide Nomographs of this. This is another good reason for restricting the
loop tuning / operating range over a nominal 2 to 3:1 range so the Vac cap always works in its
optimal VAR / current “sweet-spot” region. The saving grace with the current ratings of vacuum
capacitors is they are continuous RMS Amps, i.e. key-down CW operation; and can be
considerably safely exceeded when running relatively low duty cycle SSB voice modes / PEP
transmissions.
All is OK with vacuum capacitors as long as the rated glass/ metal seal temperature is not
exceeded. This is unlikely to occur in practice as the silver plated copper mounting clamps
efficiently heatsink and remove any heat into the copper loop conductor. Mono-band loop
operation yields the best result as the optimum loop inductance to capacitance ratio can be
chosen and the majority of the tuning capacitance can be provided with a fixed vacuum
capacitor. A much smaller vacuum variable capacitor can then be deployed in parallel to achieve
fine vernier “bandspread” tuning across the whole band of interest, e.g. 40m or 80m, etc.
Top-band operation at 1.8 MHz is always the hardest challenge for any antenna type, small loops
(typical dimensions of 0.02λ) included; but their on-air performance can nevertheless be
authoritative with a commanding signal presence. There are no "free lunches" (and few cheap
ones) when shrinking the size of antennas as the free space wavelength has not yet been
miniaturized by nature redefining the laws of physics!
Consequently antennas of such diminutive size must always be placed into proper perspective
when compared with the performance attainable from a full-sized λ/2 horizontal dipole for 160m.
However, most amateurs haven’t got sufficient residential block size and/or mast height in a
fraction of wavelength to accommodate a 160m dipole that works properly with a decent
radiation efficiency and ability to put its radiated power in a useful direction. Similarly,
reasonably efficient and efficacious
Verticals for 160m operation unfortunately exceed the allowed height by a great margin that’s
permitted by local council and residential building code regulations. Then a huge amount of real
estate is required to accommodate the extensive radial system.
The practical on-air performance of a loop on the 160/80m bands will be highly dependent on
what antenna you use as a reference comparison, e.g. a centre-loaded mobile whip or full size
resonant dipole/monopole, etc. and what path is used, NVIS, ground wave, sky wave, etc.
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The loop conductor diameter is determined by the desired loss resistance due to skin-effect, and
choices can range from modest 6mm copper tubing to large bore 100mm copper or aluminium
tube. Commonly used conductor diameters used to construct a magnetic loop are 20mm and
32mm soft copper tube. Heavy wall thickness tubing is not required as the RF current flow is
confined to the conductor surface due to the skin-effect.
Note that the radiation efficiency is not related to the loop size. Loop antenna efficiency is
determined by the conductor tube diameter and its conductivity. This conceptual notion is
counterintuitive for many folks. A small loop will also be efficient and radiate power very
effectively on 80m and 160m but the resultant L–C ratio and stored energy will often be such
that the loop’s Q factor will be so high as to yield an impractically small instantaneous
bandwidth that’s not useful for SSB communication purposes. Achievable bandwidth is roughly
proportional to loop size / diameter and Q is inversely proportional to the loop diameter.
Depending on its construction a small loop of nominal 1m diameter can exhibit an intrinsic
radiation efficiency of 90% over the 1.8 to 30 MHz frequency range. Copper tubing is the
preferred material to fabricate the loop as it has a higher conductivity than aluminium. Larger
size semi-rigid Heliax coax such as LDF550 / LDF650 / LDF750 will conveniently make
excellent loop construction material for the smaller diameter 20m to 10m HF band loops when
run at the 100 to 400 Watt power level.
The larger bore 2-inch LDF750 can be used on the lower bands to beyond 1 kW. In relation to
resistance and conductivity, small loop antennas inherently exhibit very low radiation
resistances, which compete with the ohmic resistances of the loop conductor and the resistances
from connections and welds, including the tuning capacitor connection.
Magnetic loop antennas will typically have a radiation resistance in the order of 100 to 200
milliohms. This means that every additional milliohm caused by a poor contact will cost you one
percent efficiency. That is why professional magnetic loop antennas for transmitting purposes
will never have mechanical contacts and everything including the capacitor plates should be
welded or silver soldered. It is not uncommon to experience 60 Amperes or more of RF
circulating current in the loop and capacitor when fed with several hundred Watts of power.
In the practical deployment and siting of a loop antenna there are extrinsic factors of both a
beneficial and deleterious kind affecting the radiation and loss resistances when the loop is not
strictly deployed in a free space scenario. When the loop is mounted over a perfectly conducting
ground plane reflector or copper radial wire mat an electrical image is created that increases the
effective loop area. This increase in turn beneficially increases the loop’s radiation resistance by
a substantial factor. Such a favourable situation is easy to facilitate.
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Conversely if the loop is placed over average ground (a reasonable reflector) the radiation
resistance increases but a reflected loss resistance is also introduced due to transformer effect
coupling near-field energy into the lossy ground. Similarly when ferrous / iron material is too
close, the magnetic near-field of the loop will induce by transformer action a voltage across the
RF resistance of the material causing a current flow and associated I2R power loss. This situation
might for example arise when the loop is mounted on an apartment balcony with nearby iron
railing or concrete rebar etc; the deleterious influence can be minimised by simply orienting the
loop to sit at right angles to the offending iron or steel material. Another loss contributing
component is due to current flowing in the soil via capacitance between the loop and the soil
surface. This capacitive coupling effect is again minimised by keeping the loop at least half a
loop diameter or more above the ground.
The transformer analogy for the loop antenna is a good one. The HF communication link may be
visualised as a reciprocal “space transformer” with the loop acting as a secondary “winding”
loosely coupled to the distant transmitting antenna. The magnetic field component of the incident
electromagnetic wave induces a small RF current to flow in the loop conductor by means of
induction that in turn gets magnified by the loop resonator’s high Q that’s appropriately
impedance matched to the coax transmission line.
A freestanding transmitting loop is best supported a metre or two in height on a short nonmetallic
mast section of 100mm diameter PVC drainpipe and pedestal foot fashioned from plastic
plumbing fittings. The loop can also be placed on a rotator drive plate and turned for best signal
strength or it can be oriented in angle to null-out particularly bad QRM.
Care must be taken not to touch the loop when transmitting and to keep a safe distance away
from the loop’s magnetic near-field to ensure conservative compliance with electromagnetic
radiation / EMR standards for human exposure to EM fields. A distance equal to or greater than
one or two loop diameters away is generally a safe field strength region. RF burns to the skin
from touching the loop while transmitting are very unpleasant and take a long time to heal.
Concluding remarks:
The proof of the pudding is always in the eating so experimentally inclined amateurs are
encouraged to gain some first hand experience by getting into the shack workshop and
constructing some homebrew loops. Such empirical validation of efficacy is always very
gratifying, particularly when a VK station can have a solid 5 and 9+ QSO on 20m with a USA or
Canadian station from an elegant looking Lilliputian indoor loop sitting on a table fed with a
modest 50 Watts!
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What we ultimately seek from any antenna is reliable HF communication at all times when a
band is open for DX and, simply put, that means radiating most of the RF that’s applied to the
antenna in a useable direction and take-off angle. The underestimated magnetic loop antenna
satisfies that basic criteria very well. A well designed and constructed small magnetic loop
antenna is perhaps one of the rare few instances were a proverbial gallon of performance can be
extracted from a pint bottle!
© Leigh Turner VK5KLT
7 July 2009
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Henry R. Kohl
K8DD, CWops 345
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Election Results
For president: Pete Chamalian, W1RM For secretary: Jim Talens, N3JT For director: Bertram Donn, G3XSN -

248 votes
246 votes
245 votes

Current Nominees

For more details about nominees and status, check the “members only” on the Website:
www.cwops.org
For information about joining CWops, check the Website under “membership.”
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